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Chapter 3409 

What kind of condition is this? 

Want to have a baby? 

David had never thought about having a child! 

He was followed by Ji Ruxue, Ge Jiayi, Ge Yuhan, Han Qing’er, they all went 
through ups and downs, and they didn’t hear any movement in anyone’s 
stomach! 

Is it because I can’t do it? 

Thinking of this, David had cold sweat on his forehead! 

He had never thought about this problem, but now that Bai Qian mentioned it, 
David started to think about it! 

“What are you doing, mother-in-law and mother-in-law? Do you agree?” 

Seeing that David was silent, Bai Qian asked! Chen 

Ping’s face was full of helplessness. He never thought that he, the son of a 
mighty dragon and the master of Tianlong Hall, would end up being 
blackmailed by a woman! 

You have to sell your appearance to be safe! 

“Okay, I promise you, sleep every day…” 

David nodded helplessly! 

There is no way, he must find a helper now, because David knows that Qi 
Peijia is definitely not dead, and will definitely find him! 



And if word spreads that he owns the God King’s Bow, more people will come 
looking for him! 

As for Cai Hongwei and Miao Lao, although they can help him, they are too 
weak to fight against Qi Peijia! 

But this Bai Qian is different. With the strength of the seventh-level Tribulation 
Realm, if he really encounters Qi Peijia, he will definitely have the strength to 
fight. Plus David, Qi Peijia will definitely not be his opponent! 

Seeing that David agreed, Bai Qian smiled lightly and said, “Then follow 
me…” “ 

Mr. Chen, why are you running so fast…” 

At this time, Luo Xi was panting and caught up! 

Seeing Luo Xi, Bai Qian said, “I don’t care about this little witch, and I’m not 
getting any benefits…” “ 

No, I promised Master Luo that I would take care of his daughter, and I would 
never leave Miss Luo alone.” 

David Shaking his head firmly, he couldn’t leave Luo Xi alone! 

if that is the case,Luo Xi is afraid that it will be difficult for him to survive to the 
end in the battlefield between gods and demons! 

Bai Qian looked at David in disbelief, “I didn’t expect you to be a warm-
hearted person who keeps his word, so let her follow you.” “ 

But there is one more person, so I need to sleep a little longer…” 

David He frowned, then looked at his physique, nodded and said, “Just add 
more, whoever is afraid of whom…” It’s 

already like this anyway, I don’t care about getting some sleep anymore! 

Listening to the conversation between the two, Luo Xi was a little confused 
and said, “Mr. Chen, what does extra sleep mean?” “ 

Oh, it doesn’t mean anything. Just follow me. Don’t run around…” 



David was a little embarrassed. said! 

“Oh!” Luo Xi nodded! 

David and the three of them were walking through the mountains. Wherever 
there were treasures in this battlefield between gods and demons, it all 
depended on luck! 

But at this moment, David felt a lot more relaxed. At least he didn’t have to 
worry about Qi Peijia anymore! 

David suddenly felt that it felt good to be taken care of! 

The mountains are endless, green trees are everywhere, and streams are 
flowing. The environment is very beautiful! 

It would be great to practice in a place like this, but at this moment, none of 
the three of them are in the mood to enjoy the beautiful scenery. They all 
dispersed their consciousness and focused on the treasure, for fear of missing 
it! 

“There should be good things ahead…” 

Suddenly, David said something! 

Bai Qian and Luo Xi looked at David at the same time! 

“The aura in front is obviously different from the others. It seems much richer. 
There should be a treasure there.” 

David explained! 

Bai Qian glanced at David, “How can a young monk who is in the first level of 
the Tribulation Realm have such sharp consciousness? I didn’t even notice 
it…” Bai Qian didn’t quite believe it. Even if David was from the Dragon Clan, 
he was just a warrior 

. It was only the first level of the Tribulation Realm. How could she not notice 
it, but David discovered it? 

“If you don’t believe it, just keep walking forward and you will know after you 
take a look…” 



After saying that, David walked straight forward! 
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Bai Qian and Luo Xi followed David! 

After walking a certain distance, suddenly a buzzing sound from the formation 
sounded! 

On the ground, rays of brilliance spread out, and then these brilliance 
gathered together and rose into the sky. Then David saw a towering tree 
rising from the ground! 

Just now, it was a scene of lush green trees, but now it changed its 
appearance. The surrounding trees quickly disappeared, replaced by a 
towering tree! 

Around the towering tree, there is a piece of scorched earth, with no grass 
growing. It seems that all the nutrients have been absorbed by the towering 
tree! 

This towering tree also showed signs of decline. The leaves on the tree were 
dry, but the apple-sized fruits on the tree were extremely plump and looked 
mouth-watering! 

It seems that the whole tree is supplying the dozen or so fruits on the tree, so 
that the tree is somewhat withered. 

David gently stepped forward and gently pressed one hand on the tree trunk. 
A stream of rich fairy energy entered his body instantly! 

This is a fairy tree, accompanied by the surge of fairy energy, and the fruits 
are surrounded by fairy mist, which looks beautiful! 

“There is such a big fairy tree here, and there are so many fairy fruits. I really 
made a fortune…” 

David couldn’t help but feel excited! 



Luo Xi looked at the towering tree in front of him with surprise on his face. He 
was very puzzled and said, “This tree is so huge, why didn’t you find it just 
now? It seems that you can only discover its existence when you walk in…” 
David also 

said Very surprised, “Could it be that this fairy tree has been discovered a 
long time ago and deliberately set up a blindfold so that others can’t see it?” “ 

This blindfold was set up by the fairy tree itself. The battlefield of gods and 
demons opens every few years. Who would set up this blind trick?” A blind 
method. A fairy tree of this size has survived for at least a thousand years and 
should already have independent spiritual consciousness, so it is very simple 
to set up a simple blind method by yourself.” Bai Qian looked at the fairy tree 
in front of him and said 

! 

“You have spiritual intelligence? Are you so awesome?” 

David looked at the big tree in front of him in disbelief! 

“Then what is this kind of tree called? And what are the fruits on the tree?” 

Luo Xi asked curiously! 

“This fruit should be the Qingling Fruit, which can improve your cultivation and 
sense of the world. Monks like us who are in the Tribulation Realm can easily 
understand the origin after eating this Qingling Fruit.” Bai Qian said 

! 

“So powerful? Can you understand the origin?” Luo Xi was stunned, and his 
eyes were filled with excitement! 

“I’ll pick such a powerful fruit and share some with you…” 

David looked at the excited Luo Xi and said! 

After all, David has already opened the origin space and has several origins. 
This fruit is not of much help to him! 

But it’s different for Luo Xi! 



“Mr. Chen, thank you very much…” 

Luo Xi said happily! 

But just when David was about to go up the tree to pick fruits, he was directly 
picked up and thrown aside by Bai Qian! 

“Do you have your share of this fruit? You have to position yourself…” 

After Bai Qian finished speaking, she jumped onto the tree! 

More than a dozen fruits were quickly picked by Bai Qian! 

Seeing Bai Qian’s domineering look, David dared not speak out in anger, but 
now he had to swallow his anger! 

Luo Xi’s face was full of disappointment, but he still comforted David and said, 
“Mr. Chen, it’s okay if I don’t want this fruit…” 

Luo Xi was afraid that David would feel guilty, so that’s why he said this! 

“It’s okay, I’ll get two for you. I discovered so many fruits. It’s okay to have 
two.” 

David said, stepped forward and said to Bai Qian, “Bai… Miss Bai, this fruit 
There are so many, do you think you can give two to Miss Luo?” 

“I don’t have to, and I’ll give the rest to you. If you encounter any treasures 
later, I won’t fight with you…” 

 


